
 

The method with illustrated example  (written in late 2014) 

Predication 

The UK horse racing industry and betting market is a worldwide phenomenon with a vast 

proliferation of experts and a huge amount of race analysis looking at each race from almost every 

aspect. Consequently there is a huge amount of information and analysis in the public domain and a 

unique edge or angle can be very valuable. 

For some years I have been training myself in the skill of paddock review. This is assessing the 

athletic ability and scope of any particular horse by means of its physical confirmation and mental 

readiness in the paddock before the race. 

In addition to the physical build of an individual, its athleticism and potential, there are also a lot of 

tells that an inexperienced horse or one not properly prepared by its trainer can show that can help 

the experienced reviewer form an assessment of whether this particular horse is mentally strong 

enough to cope with the hurly burly of a race. 

By the very nature of 2yo racing all the runners start out with no recognised form. They have never 

been on a race course before. Despite this large sums are wagered on every single race on the 

betting exchanges, at online bookmakers and on course. It is not unusual to see up to £100k in the 

Betfair market alone, even on very small races. There are traders all around the world. Most of this is 

guided by media pundits or the rumours and whispers that abound in the industry. For this reason 

completely false markets are created. The leading expert in Paddock Review who has been 

instrumental in developing my passion for this, estimates there to be six individuals in the UK 

operating to the level that I am working toward. Several of these are retained by bookmakers. 

The information I am able to glean by way of paddock review is not available to the wider betting 

market and even when a horse is clearly not equipped to compete effectively it will often remain 

favourite because of the reputation of the trainer or because one of the newspaper or TV pundits 

has offered an opinion based not on objective study but on ill-informed speculation. 

By means of paddock review I can put myself in the position that might be equated to an insider 

trader. I have advantageous information of which the vast majority of the market is unaware, but in 

this case totally legitimately. Before I arrive at the paddock I have already prepared myself and 

narrowed the field to just a few individuals by means of desktop analysis. 

 

Desktop Analysis 

Each runner in every qualifying maiden race, ie a race for 2 year olds who have not won a race,  is 

analysed in terms of the following: 

Date of birth – This can vary from Jan to late May. So in May one might have a horse which is 2yrs 

and 4 months old competing against one which is not yet 2 years old.  This is an enormous relative 

difference in age in such young animals that is seldom factored into the odds. 



Price – This is the price paid at public auction either as a foal, a yearling or a two year old. 

Alternatively they may be owner bred (OB). This is determined by the market, bloodstock agents and 

trainers ie a quorum of experts; so price can sometimes reflect potential ability. There are however 

also lots of instances where wealthy owners have been done up like a kipper. This is particularly 

prevalent with 2yos bred in the purple, who are physically un-prepossessing but who can be bought 

for a wealthy overseas owner sight unseen. They then go to the races with a big price tag and a big 

name trainer in famous colours but sadly no ability to run fast. 

Sire – The sire is a powerful influence in terms of stamina and precocity. Some sires simply do not 

get progeny which can be trained up to win on debut other than by the most skilful of trainers. 

Other sires do not get progeny that win over shorter distances. 

Trainer – This is probably the most important of all the factors in assessing the percentage chance of 

a debutant winning. There are many trainers who simply cannot get their youngsters to win before 

their third or fourth run. There are some who are very adept at getting them to win first time out, 

there are some who like to bring them along slowly and only target getting a win on 3rd or 4th run. 

Some trainers have favourite courses for their better ones or courses near where their most 

influential owners live. 

Dams – the mother, if either the mother or an elder sibling has won as a two year old or has won on 

debut, it can be a signal as to the likelihood of the new youngster’s potential. 

Winning siblings (WS) – I look at all the siblings racing records in terms of winner or non-winner, if 

they won on which race number, over what distance and in what ground conditions. 

Racing Post Rating (RPR) and Topspeed (TS) In the event of some of the competitors having run 

before I use this rating to further narrow down the top rated selections. These ratings are generated 

by computer using time, distance and going statistics. 

Jockey – Scored on 2yo mount ability and record.  

I take all this information and distil it into a simple score out of 10 or % chance of the horse winning 

or placing. 

Example desktop analysis -2 horses from a recent 8 furlong Windsor Maiden both by the same 

sire. 

Throne Room 21/02 OB Oasis Dream for JG. WS 9/1/8 mostly at 3 and over 10f. Hlf bro to Nathaniel. 

This one the nearest to sprint bred. 70/52.  7/10 

and 

Oasis Fantasy 16/04 OB Oasis Dream for Ed D. WS 5/1/7. 3 as 3yo’s over 10f. Half bro to Elusive 

Pimpernel. Could be very classy. 68/39. 7/10  

This is a horse called Oasis Fantasy born on 16th April 2011 

Owner Bred 

Sire: Oasis Dream 



Trainer: Ed Dunlop 

WS: Five winning siblings/at least one won on debut/over 7 furlongs. 3 of the winners were as 3yo’s. 

Comments about breeding 

Score out of 10 as chance of winning or placing. 

Armed with all this data I then attend the racecourse to carry out the paddock review. 

Paddock Review example 

*See photo illustrations below of Throne Room and Oasis Fantasy. 2 horses from a Windsor maiden 

featured in the desktop analysis above. As can be seen both were by the same sire, both had 

winning siblings, both from competent trainers and both scored 7/10. Both had had one run and 

both had finished fourth. Throne Room had an RPR of 70 and a Topspeed of 52, Oasis Fantasy an 

RPR of 68 and a Topspeed of 39. To the market these public ratings made Throne Room the better 

prospect. 

Throne Room was evens favourite, Oasis Fantasy 9/2 They were joint top rated in my desktop 

analysis. 

 



 

Throne Room 

 

On paddock review I was able to determine that although Throne Room was the short priced 

favourite he did not have the physical build/efficiency at this stage to run as fast as Oasis Fantasy. 

He has a shorter back, still a lot of belly while Oasis Fantasy is an altogether more poised athletic 

build with fine muscle tone and simply looked ready for the day.  

In the long run Throne Room may well be a better horse but on this day at that time paddock review 

was able to tell me that the market was wrong. 

Oasis Fantasy won at 9/2 

The forecast paid 12/1 



 

Oasis Fantasy 

 

The physical visits to the racecourse (averaging 4 a week) have been invaluable as the viewing of the 

fields has allowed me to progressively build up a library of photographs and then be much more 

accurate in my subsequent race analysis and future valuation of form. Midway through the season I 

developed the confidence to give each horse a numerical rating based on the table below  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Rating 

Range 
Likely Racing Performance 

50-59 

Poorest physical specimens. Those rated between 50-55 are likely 

to be competitive only in the poorest quality races. Those rating 
between 55-59 may be capable of competing in selling/claiming 
races. 

60-69 

Moderate to just below average physical specimens. Likely to be 
able to achieve ORs in the 60s (low 70s at best, probably in early 

season). Better types should be capable of competing well in 
sellers, claimers, lesser quality auction races and lower quality 
nurseries off light weights. 

70-79 

Average physical specimens and above but not obviously superior 
runners. Should include those horses capable of competing well in 

open maidens. Those rated 70-72 likely to be limited to low 70s 
ratings. Ratings 73-79 will include better types who may get ratings 
in the 80s by the BHA handicapper. 

80-90 

Well above average and superior physical specimens. Should be 
capable of achieving ratings in the 80s at least. Better types will be 

capable of 90+ ratings and be part of the relatively small group of 
superior 2yo runners. 

 

This has strengthened my ability to assess a field and given me a frame of reference for every race. 

 


